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Significance of the Study
Our general goals in social work have roots in religious
and humanistic values* We base our work on the inspect for
every human being and recognize his right to fullest develop¬
ment of his capacities while he respects and contributes to
the right of others according to his capacity*^
Social work, as organized and practiced today, had its inspiration in
the teaching and prophecy of religion and the activities of the church*
The church, a social institution, played a dominant role as the agency
for the provision of social services, “All social services originated
in the church* It is a child of the church; its origins are in the
church; its motivatirai still springs from essentially religious sources*"^
In earlier times the church was the center of many
kinds of activities and concerns which are no longer a
part of its program* In the medieval period the church
was a motivator for many social functions, art, education,
work and the family* In regard to social services the
medieval church was certainly dcHninant*3
Social work, an outgrowth of the social services fostered by the
church, is a professional method of carrying on scmie of the functions
that previously were carried on by the church* Its roots are deeply em¬
bedded in the social values that are expressed in the Bible* The focus
Walter A* Friedlander, Concepts and Methods of Social Work (New
fork, 1958), p* 118.
2
••Cooperatirai of Church and Social Work," The Social Welfare
Forum, 1949*
3
Herbert H* Stroup, Social Work, An Introduction to The Field (New
York, 191+8), p* 39.
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of both social work and the Christian religion is on the personality of
the individual. This focus is the thread that extends throu^out the Old
and New Testament, Concern for the individual stands at the heart of the
Bible and of social work.
Every goal of social work is stated in either the
Old or the New Testament, 'Religion is the search
for, and the realization of, the highest conceivable
social values,' Social work has the same broad objective.
Religion and modem social work are both concerned with
the personality of man. Both deal with the whole man,^
Religious groups are still fostering social services through sectarian
social work. Sectarian social work, an outgrowth of the church extension
movement, has its roots in the religious philosophy and objectives of its
denomination, ' This religious emphasis is seen in the social work activi¬
ties of these religious sects, which are prominent in the United States,
namely* Judaism, Catholicism, and Protestantism,
The beginning of Jewish social work go back to Bibli¬
cal times, to the Mosaic injunction to leave the gleanings
of a corner of the field for'the poor, and to social doc¬
trines of the early Jewish prophets. By virtue of these
doctrines Jewish philanthrophy went beyond the giving of
alms and became an integral part of everyday life, with
charity or 'Tzdoka' a duty growing out of elementary jus^.-
tice, and,'gemilit chasadim' or personal service, the ex¬
pression and human kinship,2
Catholic social work traces its historical and rational
origins to Jesus Christ, It stands on the Christian premise
of a man's divine origin, purpose, aid destiny, whence are
derived his inconparable dignity, his inalienable rights
and his inescapable responsibilities. Catholic social work
is therefore the Catholic definition and inplementation of the
system of individual and social values established by Christ,3
Cooperation of Church and Social Work," op, cit,, p, 120,
2"Jewish Social Work," Social Work Year Book, 19$h»
^"Catholic Social Work," Social Work Year Book, 1.9$h»
3
Christianity may well be called the mother of social
work in the Western world* The early Christian community
constituted a fellowship whose members were held together
by the bonds of Christian charity, and the care of all in
need was considered a responsibility of the whole fellow¬
ship,!
Protestant social work also is religiously grounded
and inspired. It is based on the conviction that one of
the vital expressions of religious faith is the serving
of those in need.2
From the concerns of these religious sects and the religious moti¬
vations of the early pioneers of social work, out of their concern for
man to achieve his highest potential, and conscious of the imperfections
both in man and in the socirty in which he lives, social agencies were
bom.
Many of these social agencies grew out of chapels or
parish house activities of larger institutional churches
in metropolitan areas. Most of these agencies offer some
form of organized religious program either primarily de¬
nominational or broadly nonsectarian,^
An exaiif)le cfa social agency, having its beginning in the church, is
seen in the historical development of the social settlement movement. The
social settlement movement was initiated in the church by men who wished
to carry out their Christian faith. Other social agencies, also, are com¬
mitted to the religious base underlying their origins.
The first settlement, Toynbee Hall, had its beginning
in St, Jude‘s Parish in London in 1881; by Samuel A, Barnett,
the vicar of St, Jude and later Canon of Westminister,^
^“Protestant Social Work,” Social Work Year Book, 1951^*
^Herbert H, Stroup, op, cit., p, 58,
3lbid., p, 383.
^Henrietta Barnett, "The Beginning of Toynbee Hall," Readings in The
Developmmt of Settlement Work, ed, Dorothea Sullivan (New York, 1950),
pp, 9 - 20.
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The founders of the first settlement in this country
were motivated by the same spirit and purpose that per¬
vaded the Englishmen who founded Toynbee Hall in London
in 188U* In fact, their inspiration came directly from
personal visits to that original London settlement, es¬
tablished so that university men, imbued with the Christian
ideal of social justice and humanitarianism, might live
*face to face with the actual conditions of crowded city
life, stucfy on the spot their evils and remedies, and, if
possible, ennoble the lives and improve the material con¬
ditions of the people#’!
The Jewish center as it is known today has as one of
its primary concerns providing all Jewry, regardless of
religious denomination, economic and social level, or
political beliefs with an opportunity to work together
around common Jewish and general cranmunity interests#^
The purpose of the Young Ifen's Christian Asspciations
of the United States of America is ’to minister to the
needs of boys and young men, by giving them opportunities
for greater self-development, body, mind, and spirit#
A positive program is offered for the teaching of character
making ideals by the following means: promoting health,
education, and physical activities; providing opportunities
for intellectual self-improvement and culture: acquainting
boys and yotuig men with the teaching of Jesus^ • # • the
YMCA is religiously grounded and inspired#^
• . . • • the Young Women's Christian Associations of
the United States of America endeavor to improve the men^
tal and physical well-being of women and girls, to en¬
courage their physical growth in keeping with Christian
traditions*5
^F* G. Peabody, ’’Social Settlements," Conference of Charities and
Corrections, XXI7, P, 330#
2«The Sectarian Agency in Service to Groups," Social Work Year Book,
19^^^
-'"Young Men’s Christian Associations of the United States of America,
National Conference," Social Work Year Book, 195k*
^Harliegh B# Trecker, Social Group Work Principles and Practice
(New York, 19li8), p, 25#
^"Young Women’s Christian Associations of the United States of
America, National Board," Social Work Year Book, 195h*
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Cognizant of the fact that social work has its roots in religious
philosophy, the writer deemed it in^jortant to describe social work as
it is practiced today. Social work is a method used to assist individ¬
uals, groups, and communities to reach the highest possible degree of
functioning, recognizing the interplay of the biological-sociological-
psychological dynamics that affect each individual, group and/or com-
munilgr. Operating on a common philosophy and the same generic prin¬
ciples, social work employs three basic methods in the achievement of
its goals.
Social work is a method of helping individuals, groips
and communities. It is composed of social casework, group
work, and community organization. All three of these pro¬
cesses of social work are united in a philoscphy of pro¬
cedures as well as a philosophy of objectives. In regard
to objectives, social casework, group work, and community
organization share in common aim of Increasing and main¬
taining the well-being of the human being,l
Social work has been defined as a professional service
rendered to people for the purpose of assisting them as in¬
dividuals or in groups to attain satisfying relaticsiships
and standards of life in accordance with their particular
wishes and capacities and in harmoiy with those of the com¬
munity, The primary approach of social work is to enable
individuals, groups, and communities to meet their own
needs and acconplish their own objectives. It helps people
to help themselves,2
Social work is practiced primarily within the structure of agencies.
The policies and objectives of these agencies provide the framework for
tte operation of social work in the provision of social services.
The writer became interested in this subject because of her concern
for the practice of social work in sectarian agencies whose religious
^Herbert H, Stroup, op, cit,, p, 22,
^“Social Work As A Profession,* Social Work Year Book, 195U*
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philosophy and objectives provided a part of the framework upon which
the practice was based* Interest was stimulated further by her field
work placement at Friends Neighborhood Guild in Philadelphia, a social
agency under the guidance of the Religious Society of Friends.
This agency is one of the means by which the Religious Society of
Friends, also known as Quakers, attempts to achieve its religious ob¬
jectives* The Friends* interest in the provision of social services
stems from their religious faith which is esqiressed in their Seventh
Query:
What are you doing as individuals or as a Meeting:
To aid those in need of material help? To insure equal
opportunities in social and economic life for those who
suffer discrimination because of race, creed, or social
club? To create a social and economic system which will
so function as to sustain and enrich life for all?l
Thus, in answer to this Query, Friends Neighborhood Guild was bom.
Friends Neighborhood Guild, presently located at Eighth and Fairmount
Avenue, is one of liie oldest settlement houses in Philadelphia, Pennsyl¬
vania. It was first called Friends Mission No. 1 and was organized to
-< ■*
teach Bible and deportment to the neighborhood.
Friends Mission No, 1 opened its doors on January 11,
l880, with fifty-three scholars present ’and the order was,
considering all things, good,’ The Guild, then had its
origin in the church extension or home mission movement of
^Elizabeth A, Deck, "The Role of the Group Worker in Helping
a Member Make use of Group Experience in a Settlement House," (Un¬
published Master's Thesis, School of Social Work, University of
Pennsylvaxiia, 19li8), p, 6, Cited by: Hilda Grimes Derrett, "A Study
of the Methods Involved in the Recruiting and Traiiiing of High School
and College Student Volunteers in Three School Welfare Agencies in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania," (Unpublished Master’s Thesis, School of
Social Work, Atlanta University, 1950), p. 10.
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the latter part of the nineteenth centiiry, but it differed
from the traditional mission work as there was no prose¬
lyting, A latter report on the First-Day schpol days,
•While no particular effort is made to teach sectarian
views, the school aims to promote the highest morality and
the truest spiritual growth of its members',^
In those beginning times, emphasis was on contributing toward a new
spiritual uplift of the people, providing a substitute-family atmosphere
for ^ the children attending the Guild, and trying to meet some of the ex¬
pressed needs of the nei^borhood people.
The little Mission grew and expanded its program to meet the needs
and tasts of the scholars, "On November 11, 1899, the name was changed
to Friends Neighborhood Guild,"^ Although the name was changed to Friends
Neighborhood Guild, the basic philosophy of the agency remained the same,
namely: to serve the idiole community and to strengthen the basic unit of
our society, the family, through family membershipi
According to Frederick A, McCord, its program was based upon re¬
ligious objectives:
A profound recognition of the Divinity of Man stands at
the heart of the religioud belief of the Society of Friends,
Quakers be]J.eve that men are indeed created in the image of
God; that there is a divine spark in every one-a protion of
the 'light idiich lighteth every man that cometh in the world'.
Therefore human beings are the most precious things in the
universe - more inportant than creeds, or philosophies, or
governments, or economic systems. Institutions are made for
man and not man for institutions. That is why Friends have
worked for the abolition of war, slavery, of captial punish¬
ment, or prison abuses, of racial discrimination, or burden¬
some economic and social conditions. They have worked against




every Incubus that traids to wei^ dovm the human spirit and
to stifle its growth into the state of divine sonship for
idiich it was intended* All of these reforms are good in
themselves, but the amelioration of the surroTuidings and
conditions of life are not enough. The emphasis must
always be upon the release of the spirit* All ^laker
social woi^ strans from this religious conviction viiich
is at the core of Quaker eQq)erience*^
Thus it can be seen that the leit motif of the Religious Society of
Friends is the salvation of man by the Holy Spirit combined with the
influence of human ingenuity, energy, action, and love* This motive is
reflected in the philosophy of social work and also in the objectives
of Friends Neighborhood Guild* The Guild's focus is on the respect for
the dignity of man, a Christian love of the human person, and the doctrine
of the inner li^t* The Guild in its practice of social work emphasizes
the indispensability of love to every being, regardless of race, creed,
or religion, and the feeling of belonging and value to all men* Its
religious conomitment is to offer social services to all people of all
creeds, all classes, and all colors*
As situations changed and in living up to its commitments, the Guild
enlarged its sphere of interests to include not only service to teach
Bible and deportment, but also to encompass 'Uie three methods of social
work in woi^cing with its neighborhood* The Guild cherished its origin
under religiovis auspicies and thrilled to the challenge of a D* 0* Kellog
in the foimding days of Philadelphia Family Service: “They who can truly
voice the inarticulate woes and pleas of the miserable must ever speak
with authority to every human and candid heart*
^Ibid*. p* 11.
^“Hints to Visitors," The Monthly Register of the Philadelphia Society
for Organizing Charity (December, 1879)>P« 2*
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The work of Friends Neighborhood Guild, in keeping with the philo¬
sophy of the Religious Society of Friends, bases that authority, not
merely upon lip service, but also upon fostering its social service to
man throu^ actual program^ therefore, putting into practice the ob¬
jectives upon which its belief is based. At the same time, it continues
the rviends* faith in the divine spirit of man and his worth and dignity
as a constnictive process vdiich, resolving old and new problems, can
lead to a progressive social welfare.
Teams are being hitched and wagon are being rolled toward a frontier
of social services that are being fostered by Quakers through this set¬
tlement house. Friends Neighborhood Guild, This frontier, defined in
three dimensional terms, consists of: services to individuals, services
to groups, and services to the community which have an apocalyptic ef¬
fect upon the community. Taken together, their impact upon families,
neighborhoods, individuals, and comnninity relations calls for the kind
of help that Quakers have given traditionally:
We believe that it is our duty as members of the human
family to do what lies within our power for the assistance
of these less fortunate than ourselves, and for the society
in general, and to share with others the benefit of every
advantage which we enjoy, and would seem to be a special
can to all who believe in the Fatherhood of God and the
brotherhood of man, to do our Father's work among our
brethren,^
The services that the Guild offered, at the time of this study, were:
A, Services to individuals: counselling for families
and individuals (counselling on personal problems
and family adjustment,) The Guild does not give
direct relief but helps to find the resotirces they
need, such as referrals.
^Francis Bosworth, oj^^j^^^cit. , p. 13 •
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B# Services to groups: a leisin?e time program is offered
to all manbers from age six to the aged* liiere are
four major programs: children^ teenagers^ adT;ilts,
and aged*
C* Services to the ccmmunity: the Guild is in the area
office of the Fhiladeli^ia District of the Health and
Welfare Council and responsible for social |danning
and coordination of welfare services for the people
of the Poplar area; the Guild carries on an extensive
program in the nei^borhood (PojxLar Area), working
with housing problems, sanitation, law e^orcement,
etc* There is, also, a concern for establishing pat¬
terns of cooperation among the many different racial
and cultural organizations and groups; the area gang
workers give much of their time working in the area
with area gahgst getting to know them and trying to
'help them to be socially useful citizens*
Friends are forever at work carrying out their purpose for existing
by attempting to achieve their religious objectives throti^ the provision
of social service to man* Friends Nei^borhood Guild is only one of the
means by viiich the Religious Society of Fl*iends tries to carry out its
way of life: service to man and the society in which he lives*
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to describe the utilization of social
work methods at Friends Neighborhood Guild in achieving the objectives
of the Religious Society of Friends*
Method of Procedure
In studying the social services of the Guild and tiie application of
social work methods in achieving the objectives of this agency, the
writer:
1* Interviewed the Program Director by the use of an
interview guide. Vice President of tile Board, de¬
partment heads, and staff members*
2* Used agency records
11
3* Used material pertinent to the subjects in books,
pamphlets, brochures, yearbooks, and magazines.
Scope and Limitations
This study included the utilization of social work methods at
Friends Neighborhood Guild in achieving the religious objectives
of the Religious Society of Friends. It was limited to a descriptive
study of the three basic social work methods: social casework, social
group work, and community organization which were in operation during
the time of the study: September 1959> to February i960.
CHAPTER II
SERVICES TO INDIVIDUALS AND GROUPS
As stated previously, social services at Friends Neighborhood Guild,
in achieving the objectives of the Religious Society of Friends, con¬
sisted of services to individuals, groups , and the community. This
chapter is concerned with services to individuals and groups. These
services were specialized program areas sponsored by the Guild in ful¬
filling its religious objectives to its clients, the neighborhood. The
enphasis was focussed on the individual man's right to self-respect,
dignity, and equal opportunities in helping him fulfill his social re¬
sponsibility to himself, his family, and his society.
This emphasis on the individual is supported by writers in the field
of social work, Coyle statest
The growth of community services is one of the major
characteristics of modem industrialized society. It is
an essential expression of that concern for the individual
which lies at the root of what we mean by democracy. As
our conception of what is essential to a full and satisfy¬
ing life is expanded with the slowly rising standards of
living, our democratic creed-feeble thought it may be in
practice - has been potent enough to give birth to a con¬
stantly expanding effort to bring such essentials within
the reach njpt only of a privileged few but of the entirepopulation,^
In keeping with the aforementioned philosophy, social services at
the Guild were structured in such a way as to help people help themselves.
The objectives was to help individuals utilize their abilities for their
own welfare and that of the community. This involved the challenge of
helping the agency's clientele understand more clearly the reciprocal
^race L, Coyle, Group Work With American Youth (New York, 19li8), p, 1,
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relationship between our society and human beings as individuals and/or
groups who receive assistance for support, advice, strength, and op¬
portunities for growth and for human happiness. Thus, through both
casework and group work services, opportimities must be provided so that
the individual and/or the group can realize that full recognition of his
own rights also requires insight into his obligations and limitations,
and the acceptance of and respect for the needs and ri^ts of others.
In working with the individuals or the groups through the use of social
work methods, the social worker encourages and enables the achievement
of such desirable social goals.
Services to individuals have been a primary concern of the Guild
since its inception. Tillhen the use of social work methods was incorporated
into the Guild program, services to individuals remained one of the para-
movint functions. This function was carried out primarily throu^ the use
of casework methodology in direct work with the agency's clientele.
Services to Individuals
The Guild utilized the social casework method as a tool to foster
services to individuals. Counselling and referral constituted the major
functions of this service; however, referral was the core of the program.
Having direct contact with the problems of its clientele, the Guild
utilized casework methodology in determining with the client the ai>-
propriate agency to which he should be referred for help. This process
of referral involved fact gathering, finding out the nature of the prob¬
lem - the social situation and the psychological characteristic of the
person seeking assistance;clarification of the problem, the type of
service that the clients need toward treatment planning; and then referring
the client. This same method was used in locating resources for the
agency and the client and in establishing cooperative working relation¬
ships with these resources.
Provision was made for direct counselling services for those clients
who had special needs. Such services were offered in relation to the
particular situation and on a limited basis.
The Guild, in providing this service, is fostering the Quaker ob¬
jective of humanitarianism. This entailed the concern for the adjustment
and development of the individual toward more satisfying human r^ations
and, on the other hand, to help people find within themselves and the
community the resources for solving both the problems that affect them
alone and those that affect the general community. This service ex¬
pressed the ideal values of fraternity, equality, liberty, and dignity
of the individual which motivated and guided the attainable and Immediate
goals of the Religious Society of Friends,
Service to individuals was only one of the methods utilized by the
Guild in achieving its objectives in relation to those of the Society of
Friends, Another was service to groups, which involved the utilization
of the social group work method.
Services to Groups
House Groups,— Modem man has developed a multiplicity of groups
in which to participate in order to satisfy many of his needs and interests
and throu^ which he may help to create the social life about him,
Quakers believe that the art of cooperation and democratic living can
be learned through group ejqperiences and that certain kinds of group
experience can provide modem man with a medium through which he may
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develop the necess^ry skills for dealing harmoniously with his fellow-
men.
The Guild, in supporting this Quaker belief, has always worked with
groups because it believes, also, that the group can be a framework for
helping people to understand social realities. Service to groups,
therefore, became one of the major social services offered at the Guild*
The provision of this service as one of the tools to facilitate the
agency's attainment of its goals is reflected in the history:
In I9IJ., however, the function of the Guild began to be
as something a little different. . • fourteen years later,
it was the beginning of the Guild's need for group work*
The settlement was atten^jting to gather together many dif¬
ferent kinds of people with many diverse problems for the
purpose of effecting a common goal: greater self realiza¬
tion of individuals and groups through participation in
programs of social reforms. In rudimentary form, group
work, thus, had its beginning at the Guild through the
recognition of a new value: the right and responsibility
of individuals to share in matters effecting their desti¬
nies no matter what their social strata.^
From the provision of group work in rudimentary form, service to groups
has developed to the stages where its direction comes from professionally
trained social group workers and is thus identified with social work* ]ji
keeping with the objectives of the Society of Friends and the aims of
social group work practice, the agency recognized and adhered to the two
aspects of social group work: development of the individual and the de¬
velopment of the group toward better community living in a democratic
society*
Charles V* Perii, "Using the Group Work Method Within a Neighborhood
House Function to Help Members of a Cultural Minority Find the Form For
More Constructive Participation in the Life of the Community," (Unpub¬
lished Master's Thesis^ School of Social Work, University of Pennsylvania,
1955), P. 2-3.
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In essence. . . • the dueal aim (is) the development
of individuals and development of the group as a ?thole
toward social usefulness. In more specific terms, the
professional purpose of group work is:l1), to help the members of a group to become and to
value their real selves and to discover, use, and
develop their strengths through their group as¬
sociation so that they may find a more responsible
and satisfying relation to other group members, the
worker, agency, and community,2). to help the group as a whole to develop social inter¬
ests, and activities that will contribute to movement
toward a more democratic society.
Its commitment to social grbup work was evident in its provision of
this service by utilizing the skills of social work students and other
staff members under the supervision of a graduate from a school of social
work. In the group work program, this agency provided opportunities for
group experiences for its membership beginning with the age of six and
continuing through the aged. The afternoon program was entirely de¬
voted to the group needs of children and the agedj while the teenagers
and adults had their group experiences in an evening program, "In the
area of social clubs for the six to twelve year old children and in the
area of group work, this tool, social group work method, is extremely
effective and seems to be achieving its goals#”^
Realizing that man needs a variety of group experiences for the en¬
hancement of his social functioning, and that man, at different points
in his life, identifies with different kinds and types of groups, the
^Helen U, Phillips, '•What is Group Work?" The Group, XVI (June,
195it), p. 3.
Zita Attinson, "Questionnaire," (Friends Neighborhood Guild,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania),
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Guild tried to meet this need through the provision of different kinds
of groups, such as:1)» social clubs according to age groups and sex, and
interest groups* pottery, art, sewing, crafts,
rhythms, ballet, cooking, woodwork, and dramatics
within the Guild house program;2)« services to groups who use our facilities but do
not necessarily require social group work or any
specialized staff services; and3)* services to area youth groups*1
The program served as a catalyst in bringing people together for
satisfaction of their needs and interests in light of the agency's com¬
mitment to the community. This is pointed out in the words of Francis
Bosworth in reference to the aim of settlements and neighborhood centers*
Strengthening of family life and democratic society
through helping individuals achieve happiness and se¬
curity, developing satisfying relationships through
group e3q)eriences, and organizing programs for the well¬
being of the total community, 2
Since the group work program was one of the major service areas of
the agency, the writer deemed it iii5)ortant to give specific emphasis to
the social group work as method practiced in this area.
At the Friends Neighborhood Guild, the intake process was the first
step of the group work process. On registration days, the workers were
assigned to register the children, youth, and adults for the fall-winter
program. This involved letting them know or presenting to them an
interpretation of agency structure, philosophy, and limits, as well as
their responsibility as members) helping them to decide groups that they
^tbid,
2
"Settlements and Neighborhood Centers," Social Work Year Book, 195U»
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were interested in coupled with what the agency offered in their age
group. For the worker, this process offered the opportunity to gain
some insist into member's needs, interests, and attitudes. It, also,
provided an opportunity to meet members of the family and, on a person-
to-person basis, to help the old members broaden their interest horizons
and progress into new areas of activityj and to help them use relation¬
ship as a means of working with conflicts centering about their attitudes
toward the agency structure and program. As a part of the intake process,
letters were then sent out to each individual who had registered, to notify
them of the time and day of meeting, and the groups assigned. Each child
was limited to participate in three groups because of the limited space
and limited number of workers. If, however, a child selected a social
club, he was permitted to belong to three groups in addition to the social
club. This exception was made because it was felt that a child should
have the experience of belonging to a social club because it is in this
type of group that real social group work can be and should be practiced.
At the present time of the study, social group work students from two
schools of social work provided the professional leadership for the social
clubs.
The next step in fostering relationships and facilitating growth oc¬
curred when the first group meeting was held. This involved the worker
acquainting herself with the group and the individual group members
throu^ fact finding as she talked with the gixjup and learned something
of the histoiy of each member, the group’s interest, and previous plans
carried out by the group. Through this infonnal conversation, the worker
could begin to assess the interpersonal relationships among group members,
the meaning of the group to them and her role in helping them to achieve
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their goals in relation to agency policy.
As the group progressed, the worker initiated and encouraged parti¬
cular activities which emphasized togetherness and relatedness of the
members in the group to accomplish a satisfying programmatic experience.
This group centered emphasis provided the opportunity for group members
to grow through their participation in the group* It is as menbers re¬
late to one another and to the worker that group members have opportuni¬
ties to develop. In addition, as the members participated in the program,
decision-making and learning to get along with others, they are provided
with actual practice in learning to become citizens in a democracy*
Throughout these group meetings, the worker’s focus must forever be
on the individual member within the context of liie overall group: for¬
ever aware of his status in the group, his relationship to her and other
members, subgroups formed and the membership of these individual sub¬
groupings* Her goal becomes one of helping the individual and the group
to achieve more satisfying group relationships toward the enhancement of
their social functioning.
The third step in the utilization of social group work method at the
Guild was helping the group face and accept the reality aspect of termi¬
nation, whether it was for the end of the program year, the referring of
a member to another group, or referring the group or individual to another
worker. This is an inroortant learning for people because life is full of
beginnings and endings; and the group can serve as an ideal setting to
help the members and the group learn ways of living through beginnings
and endings*
The group worker’s role at ttie Guild did not end here but reached out
to the area of supervision: supervising another worker and, thus, using
her skill in helping others to function directly with groups. It
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is part of the education of the social worker to learn how to teach his
knowledge to others who are engaged in direct services to groups*
Working with groups, supervising other workers, and fulfilling other
administrative duties of the Guild were the functions of the social group
worker as she worked to insure that the services to groups were in keeping
with the agency’s commitment to the community and were fostering the re¬
ligious objectives of the Society of Friends*
The group work program, at the Guild, extended beyond the four walls
of the agency and enconpassed a wider section of Uie community on an area
basis* This was seen in the agency's area youth work program which was
a service offered in cooperation with other agencies*
Services to Area Groups*—^The Guild's group work program which ex¬
tended beyond the agency's four walls was concerned with youth groups
in the cwnmunity who were not affiliated directly with any particular
social agency* This program was carried out in cooperation with and in
conjunction with Operation Poplar* The Guild, in working cooperatively
with this agency, assigned two of its staff members to work in conjunction
and closely with this agen<y and adhere to its program*
Operation Poplar had its beginning out of the concern of the United
Fund to foster an expeiiemental project on delinquency with the use of
voluntary fimds* Juvenile delinquency was very pervalent in the Richard
Allen Homes, a public housing project located in the geographical area
served by the Guild* Because of the anti-social activities of these youths
which was seen as inter-group conflict, gang wars, and the fear that existed,
the area became kno?rn as the "Tenderloin* area*^
^interview with William F* Bussere (Friends Neighbortiood Guild, Phila¬
delphia, Pennsylvania, February 10, I960)*
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The criteria for selecting the Poplar area as the site of the pro¬
ject on control of delinquency ire re: prevalence of delinquency, presence
of a number of public and prtvate agencies in the area, and the oppor¬
tunity for cooperation from Friends Neighborhood Guild, an agency -which
commanded respect in tte neighborhood*
Ways and means of reaching out to these children, youth, and their
families .who, in the past, had resisted the services of social agencies
developed* The Guild has always believed that people -with problems
should seek help voluntarily aiad that services should not be forced upon
themj nevertheless, the individual's worth and the coinnunity had to be
considered* The Guild recognized that it was obliga-ted to the -well-
being of the community it served, and that it had to ex-bend efforts in
helping that group of people who are deprived, disturbed or defea-bed*
The Guild's concern about this problem increased after reading the sta¬
tistical report released by the Housing Authority of the Richard Allen
Homes about the delinquent probleas existing* Realizing that this grotip,
the hard "core", had to be reached if crime, mental illness, alcoholism,
and other social ailments were to be reduced, the Guild came to grips
with the fact that sascething had to be done if it -were to carry out its
commitment to its objectives, reflecting Quaker concern from alleviating
unhealthy social conditions, even if this meant going out to locate them
in order to provide help and not wait for the residents to come on their
own for assistance; therefore, the Guild proposed a plan of combating
juvenile delinquency, if it had the money*^
William F* Bussere, Ibid*
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In the meantime, the United Fund also had become concerned about
the anti-social activities going on in the conununity and sought to do
something about it.
Alarmed by the growing incidence of juvenile delin¬
quency and anxious to do its share in combatting the
problem, the Community Chest of Philadelphia and Vicinity
(now the United Fund) in conjunction with the Health and
W^elfare Council stated that they will set forth $100,000.00
as an experimental project in delinquency,^
The Guild, which was in the planning stages with the Housing Authority
of Richard Allen for joint programming on youth in trouble, along with one
o
hundred other agencies, submitted plans for undertaking such a project,*’
Its plans -were met with approval.
The United Fund launched the project known as Operation
Poplar in May, 1957» The design was worked out the agen¬
cies of the Health and Welfare Council and is locally ad¬
ministered through the Friends Neighboriiood Guild, The Coun¬
cil is charged -with conducting evaluation of the program. • ,
From the beginning, it was agreed that the project would be
limi’bed to a specific section of the city, and that all re¬
sources, both public and private, would be broxight into play.
The object. . , to test the effectiveness of social agencies
working on a concentrated basis in a clearly defined area,3
The services rendered to the community would be community work,
casework, group work, and research work,U
The Guild, having accepted this project as one with which it could
work, felt that Operation Poplar and the Guild, ttough coopejrating agen¬
cies, should function as distinct agencies in the community; but although
^“Operation Poplar,* Newsletter, November, 1959, p. 1.
William Bussere, op. cit,
William Bussere, Ibid,
of Purpose, Function and Program of Operation Poplar,
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Operation Poplar was housed In facilities provided by the Guild, it
had a separate staff and board*
In 1958, the Chest authorized four agencies: IWCA, Bc^jr Scouts, Girl
Scouts, and Big Brothers to mate additions to their staffs for work in
the area* A fifth agency. Episcopal Community Services, participated
by providing family counselling services, thus serving as an agency to
which direct referrals to caseworkers were provided* The Crime Pre¬
vention Association helped to establish the program for unattached youth
and continues to work with this phate of activities*^
Operation Poplar recognized that membership in a gang is a normal
thing and that for these deprived youngsters, the gang meant a great
deal* It was also aware of the mai:y factors operating which tend to
lead a gang into the wrong kind of activities} and that the energies of
these youngsters must be diirected into more constructive channels with¬
in the gang framework} therefore, workers, called gang workers, youth
workers, or area youth workers, were sent out into the neighborhood to
work directly with gangs*
At present, we have nine groups: eight boys* and
one girls* group in the community that are being served
by Operation Poplar, The groups consist of at least
eight *core’ members* The primary aim of the workers
is to achieve such real, sincere and meaningful re¬
lationships that group members may evaluate the con¬
flict in values and move toward suitable adjustment
into adult life*2
It was felt by one of the workers that *the anti-social group and
its *substitute* value structure are regarded inadequate, even by the
^"Operation Poplar," op* cit*, p* 1*
%^illiam Bussere, op* cit*
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gang members themselves* This worker also remarked that the gang mem¬
bers are vaguely aware that gang fighting, in the end, will not meet
their individual needs
As stated previously. Guild staff members were assigned also to
work with Operation Poplar, In relating this type of sound service to
giroiQ)S, the researcher was concerned with discovering how these workers
got started with these groups. One worker indicated:
For the next three weeks, I visited in the area dressed
in slacks, sweater and no tie, I ate in the neighborhood
restaurants and played the jukebox in various candy stores
in the area. I visited the playground: played ping pong
and basketball, Ifhen the boys asked me ^ name, I told
them who I was and the agency I was connected with. During
this period, I visited other agencies, expladning that I
was assigned to make contact with a certain group, and so¬
licited their help.
From the probation officer, I was able to get five more
names (previous names were picked up from listening to con¬
versations and talking with other agencies) that were
thought to be members of this group. By now, the group had
moved its hanging spot. We knew not where. Finally, another
worker told or rather gave me a description of one of the
fellows that he thought was a member of this group.
Two days later, I found a boy at the playground that
fitted this description, I went over to him and intro¬
duced syself and tried to ei^age lim in a conversation. He
replied that he had heard about me and the fellows thought
that I was a cqp, ard therefore, they were avoiding ms,
I told them that I would be around if the fellows changed
their minds about me. He replied that he would talk to
them. Two days later, this boy approached me with three
other boys. They gave false names and asked me many ques¬
tions,
A week later, I met most of the fellows in this group.
We talked about many things they would like to do,2
Once these gangs had been located and contact had been established,
the worker concentrated on becoming accepted by the gang. This was
^Ibid,
^Interview with James Evans (Friends Neighborhood Guild, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania, February 12, i960).
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a slow and painstaking process; becaiise the members were suspicious
of these workers, who do not behave like most adults that they had
encountered. The workers knew that they had begun to get the gangs'
♦
confidence when, in their presence, the members began to discuss in
detail their current or past anti-social activities or to confide in
them about their personal problems. This may, also, have been a part
of the difficult testing period through which members and workers had
to pass to reach the stage where they could work constructively with each
other.
From this point, the worker helped and enabled them to organize
activities around an interest: social club, athletic teams or dances.
It was felt that if these youths could conduct a good dance or have
a good time without resorting to anti-social means, then they could
achieve in a socially acceptable way the status and recognition they
formerly gained through fighting.^
Such a group as this was one of the area groups which was helped,
by a Guild area worker, to organize themselves around a spiecial Interest,
"bongo drums."
• • • .this group appears to be very sincere about their
playing together as an organized body. TThen a member is ab¬
sent, they become very concerned and make an attempt to find
out where he might be or what happened to him* They ap¬
preciate each other and show respect for each other's talent.
But they have stated to me that they want to be recognized as
individuals capable of doing something that everyone would ap¬
preciate and accept. This, they state, is the reason why they
want to get ahead as a professional Afro-Cuban calypso group,^
Villiam Bussere, op. cit.
^Augustus Baxter, Process Record (Friends Neighborhood Guild,
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania),
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SoHE of the members of this group were able to move out on their
own and hold steady jobs* This particular group has performed on com¬
munity programs, radio, and have given veiy successful dances at the
Guild*
Club played bongo drums at the Guild* s Annual Meeting
last June and have put on a couple of dances here with
real pride in their management* They have guests lists
and turn away questionable bo3rs at the door* They are
changing their behavior, their manner of walking, of
wearing their hats. • • no more slouching aloi^.l
Staff worked with the gangs around gang wars by helping them to exer¬
cise the desire for fighting in a mozE constructive way*
Some conflicts between groups are settled in 'fair
fights', which are morefeirer than those in commercial
rings* Weariless of the fighters usually brings a mutual
agreement to stop* Sranetimes they are egged on by their
supporters. The 'fair fights* helps to relieve tensions*2
Another means of helping these groups was through the inter-club
council which was set up t> mediate on the varioxis gangs' problems*
The Social Inter-Club Council was set up to focus
on problems which can develop into group conflict*
Each 'comer' or gang gathering place sends a permanent
representative and a rotating gang member to meet at a
place unknown to them, picked by club adviser* Each
group usually meets beforehand to decide what problems
to bring before the Council
In six different instances of tension, the matter has
been brought to the Council which would make arrange¬
ments for 'fair fights' and the tension has ended there
without any physical exchange*3
The Operation Poplar Project's work with delinquent youth was not the
%illiam E. Bussere, "Gang Work Program," Friends Neighborhood Gtdld





cvire-all for teenage gang violence because the developmental causes
for this type of activity are mary and complex* It realized that while
it has gained considerable experiences in its work with teenager anti¬
social groups, there is still much to be learned* The approach to "this’*
problem is still experimental* Further efforts and additional study and
evaluations are necessary* But it was a beginning!
The Guild’s focus was on the neighborhood; therefore, it was essential
that it work with the neighborhood on a community-wide basis, offering
group experiences to groups inside the ^ency and outside the agency*
The following chapterwill describe another area of the Guild’s
work in the community, the agency’s conanunity program.
CHAPTER III
SMVIGES TO THE CaMUNITI
In meeting its commitment to social \iork practice and the religious
objectives of the Religious Society of Friends, service to individuals
and groups were based primarily upon and in the Guild program itself;
while the community work program was carried out partially in con¬
junction with other social agencies throu^ a project known as "Operation
Poplar," a "Self-Help Housing Project," and the Bedford Workshop,
Operation Popular was also a conmunity self-help program geared toward
rehabilitating the community through involving the residents of the conw
munity. This was done throu^ the utilization of the ccmimunity organi¬
zation method.
Also, the Guild, in fulfilling its commitment to the commxinity-
building family life - and fostering its religious objecid.ves, pro¬
vided services to the community throu^ the provision of a better hoTising
program.
Housing is one of the three basic necessities of
family life. Adequate food and cloldiing m^ be more
immediately essential to the business of staying alive,
but without housing the family can hardly fu3.fi 11 its
fxmction as the primary unit of society,^
The Guild, in trying to aid in strengthening the primary unit of
society, the family, constructed a public housing unit combined with
self-help labor of the tenants. This aspect of community wjric was an
attempt of the agency to fulfill its Quaker objective of enhancing the
1
"Housing and City Planning," Social Wjrk Year Book, 1954*
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worth and dignity of the individual by helping him to attain self-respect
along with fulfilling his social duty to his felloraian* This also por¬
trayed one of the social work principles, namely: helping the client to
plan for his own welfare. To aid the individual in helping himself, the
Guild established a self-help workshop, Bedfore Workshop, to serve as
a supportive means in achieving this objective* These three operated
independently of each other, though they worked for the same goal.
Poplar Section of the Health and Welfare Council
The Guild was the area office of the Poplar Section of the Phila¬
delphia District of the Health and Welfare Council and was responsible
for social planning and coordination of welfare services for 72,000 peo¬
ple of the Poplar Area (Market Street to Girard Avenue and Broad Street
to the Delaware River.).
In addition to the work in the entire Poplar Area, the Guild carried
on an extensive program in the neighborhood in which it was located,
working with housing problems, sanitation, and law enforcement* It was
also concerned with establishing patterns of cooperation among the many
different racial and cultural organizations and groups*
The Guild, in carrying out its Quakerism, work cooperatively with
the Section of the Health and Welfare Council work, utilizing the method¬
ology of community organization*
Community organization for social welfare has been
defined as the ‘process of bringing about and maintaining
adjustment between social welfare needs and social welfare
resources in a geographical area or a functional field,l
^”What is the Job of the Comiminity Organizational Worker," Proceed¬
ings of the Wational Conference of Social Work, 19U9*
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The agency's goals were consistent with all social work goals in
that its primary focus was upon the needs of the people and upon the
provision of means for meeting these needs in a manner consistent with
the concept of democratic living*
The first step in this area of the Guild's program was identifying
the problems that existed in the community. The problems were found to
be centered aroundr "health and welfare, housing, and recreation,"^
The next step was creating discontent in the community in order to
arouse it to do something,about the existing problems. This step was
carried out by organizing or attempting to organize community blocks
into an organizational structure: talking with key people in the neigh¬
borhood and trying to move them and the businessmen in the community to
take an interest in the welfare of the community; and, also, seeing that
city ordinances were being enforced,
A spot survey of the West Poplar Businessmen was taken in order to
find out their attitudes toward the existing conditions in the neighbor¬
hood and their future plans. The results were:
Of the twelve persons contacted to date: nine are
white and three, Negro; eight live outside of the area
and four within. , * three of whom want to move elsewhere;
relatively to length in operating in neighborhood, seventy-
five was the highest number of years and eleven, the shortest.
The average number of years for all businesses would be about
thirty-five years. Only one person thought the neighborhood
had improved in recent years; however, it was interesting to
note that he does not live in the area*^
^Communlly Neighborhood and Ccwamunity Problems (Freinds Neighborhood
Guild, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania),
2
Zollie S, Stringer, Jr,, g^ot Survey of West Poplar Businessmen To
Poll Attitudes Toward Existing Conditions and Future Plans (Friends Neirfi-
borhood Guild, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania),
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Most of the businessmen interviewed e^qjressed a desire for rede¬
velopment as a means of escape from the area* Their future plan was to
escape or do nothing until urban renewal became a reality.
The best means of showing the Guild's work in the Poplar Area may
be seen through a worker's report covering a period of six months,^
The focus of the report was toward recognizing the inherent value
in the community's personality and in enabling developnent of it to the
fullest capacity; plus the full and constructive use of the existing re¬
sources and the locating of new resources. This can only be done or ac-
conqslished if we realize and acknowledge that responsible citizenship is
the bulwark of the democratic way of life; and that community organi¬
zation for social welfare is a method of providing an expression of the
democratic functioning of society for the good of its citizens.
The agency's ability to grow and to become progressively more effective
can only be determined ly the level of its citizens' undertaking of human
needs gained through educational and meaningful partlcipati<m« This was
the Guild's and its Quaker sponsorship's aim as they worked cooperatively
with Poplar Section of Health and Welfare Council in rehabilitating the
community toward social action.
No word could be written about the Guild's community work program
without mentioning the self-help housing prc^ram which employed all of
the social work processes. It is a living evidence of the social work and




Friends Neighborhood Guild, in carrying out its Quaker objective of
humanitarian ideas "became concerned over the housing conditions of the
people in the area it has been serving since 1891."^ This concern was
emphasized verbally by the Director to the Board:
In February of the ^ar 19iUt> a scant three months
after he had taken over the reins of leadership at the
Guild, Mr, Bosworth s^jproached the Board of Diirectors
of the organization and sketched in the outlines of a
new plan for orienting Guild activity goals. Stressing
his personal conviction that the salvation of the peo¬
ple rested on the rescuing of old and rundown neighboi^
hoods, he told the Board that the major social energies
of the Guild should be spent in attempting to provide
housing for the inhabitants of the area.^
The Board of Directors listened and took heed because Quakers believe
in the cardinal social necessity for people to live together and work to¬
gether for a better life. This belief is best expressed by Mr, Boswcarth:
If it is the providence of the church to fill people
with Divine discontent, it is the providence of social
work to fill people with mortal discontent. They must
be filled with mortal discontent so as to arouse their
social energies and proapt them to do something about
their conditions. The late Jane Addams, great leader
of the American settlement movemenb, had framed the idea
in a single brillian sentence: •! believe there will be
no wretched quarters in our midst when the heart of each
man is so touched that he prefers to live within the
poorest of his brethren rather than the richest his purse
will afford*.3
The Board of Directors agreed with Mr. Bosworth because:
They recalled that years before another agency of the
Religious Society of Friends, the American Friends Service
^"Friends Self-Help Housing Program In Philadelphia: A Quaker Project
In Rehabilitation," p, 1, (Mimeographed.)
^"Launch *Self-Help* Housing Program," Philadelphia Independent,
Saturday, September 20, 19^2 (reprint),
^Ibid., p. 1
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Committee, had come to much of the same conclusion when
it successfully helped fifty miners to build their own
homes in a community called Penn Cjraft in the depression
bituminous coal fieldsof western Pennsylvania,!
It was in 1937 that the American Friends Service Com¬
mittee carried out its project of this kind, a project
called Penn Craft, It took place in Fayette County,
Pennsylvania, fifty miles south of Pittsburgh, in a poor
coal-mining district. In ten years, a group of miners
there moved from shacks to solid stone houses complete
with modem baths and kitchens, full basement, and cen¬
tral heat. Within that time a defeated group of people
became a self-respecting community of homesteaders,^
So acting on the go ahead signal given by the Board, Mr, Bosworth
"got in touch with Harford Crosman who had guided this earlier esperi-
iBent,’*^
In 19U7, , • Friends Neighborhood Guild and Friends
Service, Incoiporated began to explore together the pos¬
sibility of applying the self-help technique to the prob¬
lems of urban slums which are presented to us so urgently
in terms of the ugliness of large sections of our big
cities, in overcrowding, in disease and crime rates, in
loss of property values, and in law of human values and
human resources. By 19U8 the Guild and Friends Service
had decided iiipon joint action in the rehabilitation of
a solid block in a slum area,U
The block involved in this project is one mile north¬
east of City Hall, It is bounded by N, 8th, Brown, and
Franklin Streets, and Falrmount Avenue in Idle area known
as East Poplar. • . the block was chosen because it met
^“Quaker Self-Help Housing Program In Philadelphia: A Quaker Project
In Rehabilitation,** p, 1, (Mimeographed,)
^•*Quaker Self-Ifelp Rehabilitation Program,** Action, September, 1956
(revised), p, 3.
3
•*Quaker Self-Help. Housing Program In Philadelphia: A Quaker Project
In Rehabilitation," op, cit,, p, 3«
Sbid,. p, 1,
3U
the criteria for redevelopeaent established by the City
Planning Cranmissionj there is the potentiality for
sound structure in the block, already realized in truly
remarkable degrees; it is sound business to rehabili¬
tate this block,!
The Guild and the Friends Service, having Joined forces, decided to
acconplish five (5) things:2
!• rehabilitation of deteriorated dvrelllngs;
2« rehabilitation accomplished to as great an extent
as possible who would occupy the housing;
3« occupancy of the project an inter-racial basis;
i|.* democratic management under a mutual housing
cooperative;
^0 and achievement of all of these in one of the
most badly blighted areas in Philadelphia*
The Quakers secured from the Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority
a foxir block site to begin the project* Having acquired the land, the
next step , not an easy one, was accomplished: the acceptance of the
project by the Federal Housing Administration* "When the contract was
signed finally. Friends* project became the first rehabilitation coopera¬
tive to be insured under Section 213 of the Housing Act of 19^0*"^
In June, 19^2, Mr* Bosworth saw the stuff of his
dreams began to take concrete shape when actual physi¬
cal work was begun on the housing developnent at 8th
and Fairmount, now known as the Friends' Self-Help
Housing Prc^ram*4
As visitors in the neighborhood might wonder why the occiqpants of
these apartments spent so much time as carpenters, hortlculturers. Janitors,
^Ibid*, pp. 2-3*
2
"Quaker 'Self-Help* Rehabilitation Program," op* cit*, p* 3*
^Ibid*
^"Launch *Self-Help* Housing Program," op* cit., p* 1*
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or handymen, the answer lay in the uniqueness of this program.
One of the most intriguing aspects of the Program
is its 'self-help* aspect. What is meant by self-help
housing program, as the Quaters conceiTe it? First of
all, the program offers the people of the area an op-
portxmity to pay off the ten per cent down payment on
their homes through their labor. Under skilled super¬
vision, occupant-owners do interior painting, some de¬
molition, woodwork and other jobs. There are jobs for
the unskilled as well as the skilled. Credits for the
hours are deducted from the down payment required. At
least eighty-five per cent of the owners are working
out their down payment,!
So Friends* Self-Help Housing Pjrogram became another means day which
the Guild and its Quaker sptmsorship fostered the Quaker objectives of
humanitarianism.
Remembering the self-help idea behind the housing development at
Penn Craft, the Guild opened a self-help workshop.
Bedford Home Workshop
The Bedford Workshop had its beginning as a "settlement in South
Philadelphia, operated by the Quakers under the name of 'Bedford Settle¬
ment,* This social settlement was discovered about 19lt6, Later on,
the building was soldj and the Guild Board suggested that this agency use
2
its resources and join with them and become a department of the Guild,"
The Bedford Home Workshop, as a Guild Service, came into being as a self-
help workshop where pec^le may learn the skills needed to work on the self-
help housing block and/or learn to improve and remodel their hcmies. The
^Ibid,
^Letter from Executive Director Francis Bosworth (Friends Neighborhood
Guild, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, April lit, I960),
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Guild agreed to maintain the name in perpetuity.
The workshop has widened its scope: it is no longer neighborhood
centered as far as-membership is concerned, but is inclusive of the city
of Philadelphia and neighboring cities*
CHAPTER 17
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The enhancement of social functioning is the primary goal of social
work • It grew out of the religious cor^rictions of man and his concern
for his fellowman. In earlier times, this concern or ideal was known as
charity work and was fostered by the church. The origin of social work,
as practiced today, can be traced, therefore, to its roots in religion.
As social work became a profession itself, its operation has been
carried on primarily outside of the direct spraisorship of religious
organizations; there are still, however, some religiotis groups that
utilize the social work methods in their extension programs as tools or
program areas by which their religious objectives are fostered.
The Religidus Society of Friends, established by Friends Neighbor¬
hood Guild, a settlement house under its auspices. The settlement house,
an open field for creative experiirentation with the social work methods,
incorporated, within its total program, the social work methods as pro¬
gram areas in providing social services to its clients, the neighborhood.
This served as a means of carrying out the agency's religious objectives.
The agency's focus was and still is on the conviction of the in¬
herent, worth, integrity, and dignity of the individual. This focus
found expression through the social services of the Guilds services to
individuals, garoups, and the community with eisqjhasis on strengthening the
family unit. This is the essence of the objectives of the Religious So¬
ciety of Friends, This ccanviction detemined the approach of the caseworker
to her client and the clients mutual relationship in the helping process;
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the social group worlcer’s role in providing for the group member the
opportunity to establish a helpful relaticaaship of belonging, of being
a part of the entire group* In the area of community organization,
the community organization person respects the individual members of
the community as persons who can offer idioughtful sviggestions, 6b-
sei*vations, and valuable recommendations*
The Guild, in fostering social services for welfare and health,
aimed to assist human beings to secure a better life, happiness, and
satisfaction involving all members of the democratic society of which
they are a part* In fostering these services, the Guild was also fos¬
tering its Quakerism: "that all human beings are the most precious
things in the universe* * * * institutions are made for man and not man
for institutions* Whenever they fail to seive the best interests of
people, Quakers are concerned and must do something about it if they are
to give more than lip service to their profession*^
The writer has attempted to describe and show hoir the utilization of
the social work methods, incorporated within the overall agency's program,
achieved the religioiis objectives of this agency. Friends Neighborhood
Guild, through the provision of social services*
The study brought out the follcuring:
1* Social work and religion share a common stake and
responsibility of and for man, of society for the
individuals, of the virtue of the community life
and community good* Both abhor totalitarianism
of man and emphasize freedom from creative living*
Both offer experience in democratic living and in
the development of responsible leadership*
Francis Bosworth, The Story of Friends Neighborhood Guild op* cit*,
p* 11.
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2, The objectives of social work and the Religious
Society of Friends con^slement each other to the
degree that while the Guild, a Quaker settlement
house, is practicing social work, it is also
meeting and carrying out the Quaker objectives,
3* Quakerism and social work, working together, are
strong partners in the preservation of human values
the safeguarding of our liberty, and the ameliora¬
tion of the many ills that beset our troubled society.
APPENDIXES
APPENDIX A
I, Name ■ Position
Name of Agency
Location
Address City Zone State
ri* Is this agency located in a Quaker canmunity? If not, why was this
particular location selected?III.What are the objectives of the agency in carrying out the Quaker
objectives?
a« To what extent are these objectives carried out?
Explain.
b. How are these objectives incoiTparated into the over-all agency
program?
IV.Records:
a. Does the agency keep records of membership and participation?
b* Does the agency keep achives - Board minutes, staff minutes,
calendar of events, records of activities?V,Type of Center:
a* According to primary interest:
1, Conventional Crammunity Center
Settlement House
b* According to organizational relationships:
1*4, Has the agency an independent Board of Directors
and Budget?
2. Is the agency a member of ar^ association(s)?
List*
3* Xf so, what are the functions and mutual relations of
the agency and the assoclation(8)?
c* Is the Board a committee of the Society of Friends?
1* If so, how is the canmlttee appointed?
2, If not, what are the criteria for Board numbers?
1;1




VI. What social services does the agency offer?
7II, Hoir are these services carried out in the framsirork of the
Friends* ob;)ectives?VIII,Is social group irork one of the tools used by the agency
to facilitate social services? If so, what is your inter¬
pretation of this tool as to its effectiveness?
IX, Agency's role:
a* Commitment to objectives,
b# Looking at problems of the agency in relation to
its (agency's) Quakerism,
c. Creation of multiple structures for programming but
maintaining a basically common method of work-social
groiqp work method,
d. Carrying out as an agency a living evidence of re¬
lationships between Quakers and non-Quakers, yet
maintaining the integrity of the Quaker objectives,
e. Flexibility in interpretatiaa and in action of its
(agency's) objectives,
f. Encouragement of expansion of its social services to
the optimum and the referrals to other agencies with
a feeling of satisfaction that identification has
been given beyond its fo\ir walls,
X, Guild leadership:
a. What is the stature and standing of the agency's
leadership in the community it serves?
b. Does leadership or membership in the agency enhance
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Ballet English and Citizenship
Art Forum and Discussion
Pottery Recreation Leadership
Sewing Adult Advisory Council
Bedford Workshop Willing Workers
Toy and Doll Making
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morning . aftemocxi evening^
morning afternoon evening]
morning afternoon evening'
I am interested in leading a club of children Tes No
Teenagers Yes No
APPENDIX C
COMMUKITI WORK ACTIVITIES: JUNE-DECEMBER, 1959
I. WEST POPIAR
A. Melon Block Project; In early June a survey was done of this
area to get a clear and up-to-date picture of the housing conditions.
In building new working relationships or to revitalize old ones made
by previous workers, the possibility of a playground was mentioned to
residents as a means in getting a foot into the door. Home visits were
made in this general vicinity to determine neighboihood interest in such
a project. All responses have been positive. In addition to working
closely with relative city agencies, Walter Darmopray, North Philadelphia
Housing Ccmnnittee, Health and Welfare Council to stimulate interest and
action in the project, contacts have been made with nearby institutions,
for assistance in organizing a citizen's advisory council for construct¬
ing and maintaining the playground. It is hoped that the actual trans¬
formation of this eyesore into a neighborhood playground will provide
that stimulus which is so desperately needed to show that the area is
not the so-called "no man's land,"
B, West Poplar Area Cotmcilt Because past efforts to organize block
groups and small neighborhood councils proved ujisuccessful, the feasi¬
bility of organization on an area-wide level was explored. Considerable
time was spent in contacting residents and businessmen to seek out com¬
mon concerns arui interests on which to organize. Nevertheless, results
were neglibile. After much preparation, a meeting was called for Sep¬
tember 2Uth at Zoar Methodist Church to which eleven residents attended;
a second meeting was held on October l5th with nine persons attending.
U7
From attitudes expressed b7 neighbors who attended these meetii^s, it
can be concluded that the general feeling is that their involvement in
neighborhood improvement is useless in view of the overwhelmingly de¬
cayed surroundings and the ’•apathy” or disinterest On the part of the
city officials*
C* Work With Department of Licenses and Inspection; addition
to continually surveying area for uriboarded houses and other evidences
of disrepair to report to Licenses and Inspection, worker has been able
to continue contacts in blocks west of 12th Street above Fairmount
Avenue in correcting code violations* (For example, 1200 blocks. Harper,
Cambridge, Parrish, and l^yrtle Streets, and 1300 blocks, Reno and Ogden
Streets*) Other activities include:
1), 600 block N* 13th Street and Strict Code Enforcement Area
Located between Fairmount Avenue, Mt* Vernon, 10th and 12th Streets:
A meeting with William W* Fox of L and I, ministers of Zoar Methodist
and Oak Grove Baptist Churches and worters was held December 2nd to ex¬
plore possible action regarding a row of vacant houses on 13th Street
and to consider plans for experimenting with volmtary code eonpliance
in two blocks of the Strict Code Enforcement Area* Mention was made of
the need for a comprehensive long use plan for West Poplar from City
Planning CommissicHi*
2)* 1200 and 1300 Blocla. Myrtle Street: With only seven houses
inhabited in this block €uid the remainder vacant lots filled with rubble
and unboarded houses, it was felt that the area might be converted to
neighborhood tise. Contacts have been made with L & I and City Health
Department to urge code enforcement* Four block leaders in the immediate
18
vicinity are interested in working on these lots and effort are going-
on on their behalf. Again, it is the worker’s belief that if a defi¬
nite step of inprovement could bo made in Melon Block project and for
Myrtle Street, a more realistic and practical approach could be made
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